
1)Read and choose the correct option. 

 

1  Jane and Jake like… a  like arts. b  like crafts. 
c  l ike arts and  
    crafts. 

2  Jane and Jake… a  draw pictures. b  take pictures. c  play sports. 

3  Nick and Nora…            
a  don’t like Jane   
    and Jake. 

b  are like Jane and  
    Jake. 

c  are Jake and  
    Jane’s friends. 

4  Nick and Nora…            
a  listen to music  
    together. 

b  draw pictures  
    together. 

c  play music  
    together. 

5  The friends know… 
a  about arts and   
    crafts. 

b  about arts and 
    crafts and technology. 

c  about technology. 

2)Translate these sentences 

a  That’s our camera! 

________________________________________________ 

b  That’s our folder! 

________________________________________________ 

c  Those are our chargers! 

________________________________________________ 

d  Those are our scissors! 

________________________________________________ 
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Opposite worlds! 

Jane and Jake Johnson are brother and 
sister and they love arts and crafts. They 
always make collages together, they 
always draw pictures together and they 
always do other project together. They like 
to use lots of different materials for their 
projects, like their pens, their paper, their 
scissors, their glue and their tape. Today 
they’re drawing a picture of their family! 
Nick and Nora Nelson are Jane and Jake’s 
friends but they are very different to the 
Johnsons. Nick and Nora like technology. 
They always work on their computers, they 
always listen to music on their mP3 
players and they always take pictures with 
their cameras. When they play together, 
Jane and Jake show Nick and Nora how to 
make a fun collage and Nick and Nora 
teach Jane and Jake about technology and 
new gadgets! They prefer different things 
but they know about arts and crafts and 
technology! 

make a fun collage and Nick and Nora 
teach Jane and Jake about technology and 
new gadgets! They prefer different things 
but they know about arts and crafts and 
technology! 

 

 



e Those are our mP3 players! 

__________________________________________ 
 

f  Those are our sharpeners! 

_______________________________________________ 

3)Round all the gadgets that you have and tell me what your three favourites 
are and why. 

*Example 

-My favourite gadget is the camera beause I like taking pictures. 

 
-_______________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________. 
 
 
 
EXPLICACIÓN 
1-Lee el texto y de las tres opciones elige solo una. 

2-Traduce las oraciones. 
3-Rodea los objetos que tengas y dime cuáles son tus tres favoritos y por 
qué. Hazlo como en el ejemplo. 

*PARA TODOS AQUELLOS QUE TENGAN IMPRESORA PUEDEN IMPRIMIR LA FICHA. 

LOS QUE NO TENGAN IMPRESORA NO HAY NINGUN PROBLEMA; PUEDEN HACER LA 
FICHA EN UNA HOJA APARTE. 

PARA LOS QUE NO TENGAN IMPRESORA NO ES NECESARIO QUE HAGAN TODOS LOS 
DIBUJOS. DE LOS QUE APARECEN QUE ELIJAN TRES, AUNQUE HAY LIBERTAD PARA 

HACER LOS QUE DESEEN. 
RECORDAD QUE PODÉIS CONSULTAR VUESTRO MATERIAL CUANDO QUERÁIS. 

 

 


